Pioneer makes a variety of distinctive travel trailers. Some put the emphasis on family, others on seclusion. Whatever you prefer, Pioneer products share one thing in common: To give you a quality built, smart design that allows you to get the most out of each and every trip you take. Pioneer’s eyes are always on the road ahead striving to meet or beat our customers’ expectations. This is embedded in Pioneer’s long standing DNA, it is shared by our dealers, and ultimately, inspired by you!
OUTSTANDING Kitchen Areas...

Meal preparation is a pleasure in a Pioneer kitchen outfitted with a three burner range with oven, microwave, large double door refrigerator, residential double sink and plenty of cabinet and pantry space for all the fixings.

Dinette Seating Configurations.

Pioneers are equipped with either a traditional dinette booth and table that seats four or the U-shaped Mega Dinette that comfortably seats you and five other guests. Both dinettes come with a versatile table that can be used indoors or outdoors to accommodate all your dining needs.

BALL BEARING DRAWER GUIDES
Pioneer leads the way with full extension, extra strong drawer guides allowing for larger drawers which extend past the cabinet face.

REMOVABLE SHELVING
Need room for tall gear or large items, no problem! Pioneer offers flexible storage to fit your needs.
RADIUS FRONT PROFILE
Our sleek looking aerodynamic radius front profile decreases wind resistance while towing, maximizing gas mileage and improving handling.

BIKE RACK
The built-in, pull-out bicycle rack is also great for bulky camping items.

LARGE AWNINGS
Enjoy your patio area rain or shine.

Power awnings with LED light strip are also available options.

BLACK TANK Flush
Our optional built-in tank flush takes the mess out of black tank dumping. Simply hook up a city water supply and let the pressurized spray do the dirty work.

ENCLOSED UNDERBELLY
Pioneer’s optional insulated undercarriage has a poly-flex enclosure, which is constructed to protect your investment while providing better gas mileage.

POWER TONGUE JACK
Raise and lower your Pioneer with one finger.

EXTerior SHOWER
Convenient Outside shower with hot and cold water.

SMART DESIGN
Built to Last...

Using time tested construction methods and top grade materials, Pioneer is built to last. Heavy duty steel frames, full walk on roofs and everything in between insures you will enjoy years of camping and make lasting memories.

• HEARTLAND ADVANTAGE
• HEARTLAND ROLLS ON RADIAL TIRES

GREEN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Preserving our environment is very important to HEARTLAND. We strive to reduce, reuse and recycle in every facet of the corporation. We are reducing paper waste with new electronic processing, our vendor partners reuse packaging and crating for many components and we recycle all aluminum scrap, wood cutoffs, skids, wire, cardboard and plastic containers. Heartland is doing our part to preserve the environment so you and your children’s children can enjoy RVing in all that our precious environment has to offer.
FLOORPLANS
For Every Lifestyle...

PI RD190
PI RB220
PI BH250
PI BH270
PI RL250
PI RK280
PI QB300
PI DS310
PI RG26
PI RG28
### Pioneer Travel Trailers

**Model** | **Length** | **Dry** | **Hitch** | **Height** | **Awnings** | **Tanks**
---|---|---|---|---|---|
RD190 | 23' 8" | 4,344 | 440 | 10' 9" | 14' | 41' 35" 35"
RB220 | 26' 9" | 4,596 | 492 | 10' 9" | 14' | 41' 35" 35"
BH250 | 29' 1" | 5,175 | 735 | 10' 9" | 14' | 41' 35" 35"
RL250 | 29' 6" | 6,175 | 617 | 10' 9" | 20' | 41' 35" 35"
BH270 | 31' 7" | 6,354 | 680 | 11' 2" | 14' | 41' 35" 35"
RK280 | 33' 5" | 6,704 | 737 | 11' 2" | 15' | 41' 35" 35"
QB300 | 33' 11" | 6,896 | 810 | 11' 2" | 15' | 41' 35" 35"
DS310 | 35' 4" | 7,688 | 840 | 11' 2" | 17' | 41' 51" 35"
RG26 | 33' 4" | 5,254 | 788 | 11' 2" | 14' | 41' 35" 35"
RG28 | 33' 4" | 6,762 | 1,274 | 11' 2" | 14' | 41' 35" 35"

**Construction Features**
- .024" aluminum exterior metal
- R-7 rated fiberglass insulated sidewall, roof, floor
- 5/8" marine grade floor decking
- Roof rafters wood tapered 4-1/2" trusses
- Aerodynamic radius front profile
- Wall studs on 16" centers
- Electric-powered slide room
- Fully walkable roof
- One-piece, seamless rubber roof
- 8' exterior width
- 80" interior ceiling height
- 2' x 3' longitudinal floor joists
- Cambered structural steel I-beam frame
- Finished pass-through storage

**Exterior**
- Radial tires with steel rims and E-Z Lube axles
- Chrome wheel lug covers
- Molded fender skirts
- Colored front and rear metal
- Patio light with inside switch
- Screen door
- Rain guttering with extra long drip spouts

**Interior**
- Overhead cabinet over sofa in slide-outs
- Multi-purpose inside/outside dinette table
- Convertible sleeper sofas
- Cable TV hook-up with RG6 coax cabling
- AM/FM/MP3 CD/DVD entertainment system with inside and outside speakers
- Crank-up TV antenna with signal booster
- Chair rail in slide room
- Designer light over dinette
- Wood pocket door in bedroom and bunk room

**Heat, Air, Power and Water**
- Hook-up for city water
- Systems monitor panel
- 12 Volt demand water pump
- 13,500 BTU ducted A/C
- 12 Volt electrical system with deluxe 110 Volt 45 Amp power converter
- DSI hot water heater
- Built-in 30 Amp power cord

**Kitchen**
- Microwave oven with carousel
- Ball bearing drawer guides
- Residential style (50/50) sink
- Three burner cook top
- Range hood with light and exhaust fan
- Double door refrigerator with freezer
- Stainless steel knobs and pulls

**Bathroom**
- ABS tub/shower surround
- Bathroom power vent
- Medicine cabinet with built-in shelf
- Towel ring
- Designer shower curtain

**Bedroom**
- Queen bed with innerspring mattress
- TV hookups
- Shirt wardrobe in bedroom
- Deep overhead storage cabinet above bed
- Electric outlets on both sides of the bed

**Standard Safety Equipment**
- Propane alarm
- Break-away switch
- Dead-bolt lock on entrance door
- Dual hitch safety chains
- Smoke alarm
- Multiple egress windows
- Fire extinguisher
- Carbon monoxide alarm

**Options:**
- Spare tire and carrier
- Manual stabilizer jacks two pair
- Power stabilizer jacks two pair
- Power tongue jack
- Pull-out bike rack
- Exterior shower
- Electric awning with LED lights
- Black tank flush
- Heated and enclosed underbelly
- Night shades in living area and bedroom
- 15,000 BTU air conditioner in place of 13,500 BTU A/C
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Where you purchase your recreational vehicle is ultimately your decision but Heartland urges you to consider buying at your local dealer. Dealers are part of your community, providing jobs and contributing to your local economy. These dealers are under obligation to provide warranty service for products they sell, but are not legally required to service products purchased from other dealers. At some point, you may need to return to the dealer you buy from - why not stay close to home? After all, home is where your Heartland is!

BENEFITS OF PURCHASING YOUR RV LOCALLY:

• You enjoy valuable relationship building with Dealer Representatives, close to your home, who will explain the features and benefits of the product.
• You receive a full product orientation prior to delivery, which includes hands-on directions for many of the coach’s systems and functions. You are also introduced to the Dealership’s Service/Parts/Warranty personnel who are at the ready to help you with any issues you may encounter, now and in the future.
• You enjoy customer PRIORITY. Dealerships generally service their purchasing customers first - others may experience long delays and miss opportunities to use their RV. What is it worth for you to have a dealership’s full attention and motivation to satisfy you when you need service – in a timely manner?
• Valuable TAX dollars and jobs stay in YOUR community which pays for your roads, schools, police and fire departments.

DON’T UNDERESTIMATE CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PERSONAL CARE!

For Canadian Residents: If you purchase an RV out-of-country, there are additional fees, taxes and inspections that must be met before bringing your product home.

Visit HEARTLAND on:

Facebook • YouTube • Twitter

www.HEARTLANDRVS.com

Experience:
Product Walk Through Videos
Side By Side Comparisons
Feature Videos • Photo Galleries
Virtual 360° Tours
Detailed Floor Plans
News • Testimonials
Dealer Locator • Owners Club
Customer Service • Service Locator
and More at our Informative Web Site

Heartland Recreational Vehicles
2831 Dexter Drive • Elkhart, IN 46514 • 574-262-5992

Tow Vehicle Caution: Owners of Heartland recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. All customers should consult with a motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Heartland products.

Heartland disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use or misuse of a tow vehicle. Heartland’s limited warranty does not cover damage to the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle.

Heartland has listed the approximate base weight of the trailer without the option equipment included. Option equipment will impact the weight of the trailer. Please locate the weight sticker attached to the trailer you are considering for the most accurate trailer weight.

HEARTLAND PROUDLY PARTNERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY VENDORS
in manufacturing our recreational vehicles:

Over 40 men and women located in a dedicated facility servicing our customers every day. With a dealer network of over 400 locations across the U.S. and Canada, you’re never far from an authorized Heartland dealer.